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Harness Position at Opposite Shoulder

Abductor Pillow Placed High in Axilla

Valve Access Panel should be positioned posteriorly with BREG logo facing forward. Adjust Harness straps to suspend pillow and allow operative arm to rest on pillow tension free. Arm and Wrist Velcro Straps are then positioned and applied loosely for support.
Pillow Positioned to Keep Elbow Forward of Midline

Once the pillow is placed high in axilla the arm should be draped loosely over pillow for comfort. Elbow should remain forward of midline when adjusting and applying the arm and wrist holders.

Posterior View

Larger Velcro Loop is used for arm to help prevent it from falling backwards beyond the midline.

Side View

Ball may be placed to allow wrist and hand to rest comfortably.